Every module is within a div.box that includes the module name, e.g.
```
div class="box login_box"
```
and
```
div class="box My User Module Name"
```

But I don't think spaces work in CSS, so I'd say this is a bug.

Additionally, it seems this div that frames every module has no template file (that I could find). If it is hardcoded (i.e. .php), it should be made a template (.tpl).

Solution
I don't know where the div is generated to fix it.

I'd say make the module name not allow spaces, and remove the space after "box" in the class name.

Thanks so much!!

- jd- -
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Gary Cunningham-Lee 20 Jun 05 08:00 GMT-0000

In line 1 of /templates/module.tpl, replace "

Gary Cunningham-Lee 20 Jun 05 08:02 GMT-0000

I'll try that again. In line 1 of /templates/module.tpl, replace "(div class="box " with "(div class="box_. This gets rid of that space and gives each module a valid name for CSS. I tried a test, making a "div.box_messages_unread_messages" style, and it works fine (angle bracket instead of parentheses, of course).

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Sep 05 02:24 GMT-0000

Learning new things all the time. 😊 "div class='box login_box'" is not bad CSS. The div just has two classes. Styles of the first-named are overridden by styles of the second. User module names should be all_one_word, though.
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